Classes year-round: Fall/Winter/Spring & Summer

Our Parent-Child Early Childhood classes are developed and taught knowing that movement, a multi-sensory environment, and a loving relationship with a caregiver are crucial to healthy development in these early years. The Parent-Child curriculum introduces and includes the patterns of the BrainDance through rhymes and songs, developmentally appropriate movement, music, and dance activities, and creates balance in body and mind through exploring the contrasting elements of the dance concepts.

Our Pre-K Early Childhood classes are for children ready to participate in dance classes without a parent/caregiver. Creative Dance and Creative Ballet classes support the important need for body-mind integration and warm-up through the use of the BrainDance, positive social interaction with peers, time for self-reflection and sharing, and more challenging skill development as body awareness, balance, and coordination continue to develop.

Our Children and Teens program offers the opportunity to explore dance concepts, work on technique, and create improvisations, dance studies, and choreography. An emphasis is placed on anatomically correct alignment and placement. A deeper understanding of how the BrainDance patterns apply to dance technique is explored. We provide an environment that challenges students to use their problem-solving and critical thinking abilities while rejoicing in their creative spirit.

- Nurturing Baby
- Parent/Toddler
- Parent/Child
- Creative Dance
- Creative Ballet
- Pre-Ballet
- Ballet
- Creative Modern
- Modern
- Hip Hop

An award-winning nonprofit known for innovative teaching methods, the BrainDance, classes for all ages (adults, too!), Educator/Community Workshops, Summer Dance Institute for Teachers & Kaleidoscope Dance Company.

Red Tricycle’s 2016 Totally Awesome Award for Best Performing Arts Classes!

ParentMap’s Golden Teddy Award Winner 5 years in a row! BEST Summer Camps & Year-Round Classes!

We offer Birthday Parties and Field Trips, too!

Find us on Facebook: Creative Dance Center/Kaleidoscope Dance Company
Find us on Instagram: creativedancecenterseattle

creativedance.org
206.363.7281
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